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The continuing research and further development in flat panel detector technology have led to its
integration into more and more medical x-ray systems for two-dimensional �2D� and three-
dimensional �3D� imaging, such as fixed or mobile C arms. Besides the obvious advantages of flat
panel detectors, like the slim design and the resulting optimum accessibility to the patient, their
success is primarily a product of the image quality that can be achieved. The benefits in the physical
and performance-related features as opposed to conventional image intensifier systems, �e.g.,
distortion-free reproduction of imaging information or almost linear signal response over a large
dynamic range� can be fully exploited, however, only if the raw detector images are correctly
calibrated and postprocessed. Previous procedures for processing raw data contain idealizations
that, in the real world, lead to artifacts or losses in image quality. Thus, for example, temperature
dependencies or changes in beam geometry, as can occur with mobile C arm systems, have not been
taken into account up to this time. Additionally, adverse characteristics such as image lag or aging
effects have to be compensated to attain the best possible image quality. In this article a procedure
is presented that takes into account the important dependencies of the individual pixel sensitivity of
flat panel detectors used in 2D or 3D imaging and simultaneously minimizes the work required for
an extensive recalibration. It is suitable for conventional detectors with only one gain mode as well
as for the detectors specially developed for 3D imaging with dual gain read-out
technology. © 2007 American Association of Physicists in Medicine. �DOI: 10.1118/1.2760024�

Key words: flat panel detector �FD�, FD conditioning, FD calibration, dual dynamic range, cone
beam CT, lag
I. INTRODUCTION

In medical x-ray imaging the conventional image intensifiers
are being replaced step by step by digital flat panel �FD�
technology. For example, there are FD-based x-ray systems
for mammography or stationary C arm systems for angiog-
raphy and cardiology. Besides already commercially avail-
able products, there are several preclinical studies with mo-
bile or stationary prototype systems equipped with FD.1–8

Not only obvious advantages on the basis of the geomet-
ric properties such as compact design, large field of view
�e.g., 40�30 cm2,1,4,9 and the resulting excellent patient ac-
cess have led to this development but also the physical prop-
erties. Among the latter are extended dynamic range �up to
17 bit10,11� high speed �60 fps� and low-noise readout elec-
tronics, independence of the terrestrial magnetic field and a
long life cycle with respect to inherent radiation damage.

However, the variable properties �offset, gain, lag12–14� for

each pixel of the detector matrix caused by the panel design
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�combination of photodiode, thin film transistor, line/column
driver, amplifier, sample and hold unit, A/D converter� have
to be corrected for every single detector mode �e.g., field of
view, binning, frame rate� to bring out the best in image
quality.

For C-arm-based systems the quality of the calibration
and correction process also depends on beam quality and
beam geometry. Due to their weight optimized design the
mechanical stability �e.g., suspension and rigidity of the C
arm� is not as good as the gantry design of a CT system
comparatively. As a consequence distortion or deformation
are very likely for different C arm positions and result in a
shift of the illumination.

Especially for mobile systems, an active cooling or tem-
pering of the detector panel is not practicable because the
additional weight of the cooling components would conflict
with the requirement of maximum possible mobility. In com-

bination with frequent on and off switching, e.g., during
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transport from one room to another or after unsteady storage
duration, a wide range of operating temperatures of the FD
device is possible. Considering the thermal properties of
semiconductors �scintillator and photodiode� this results in a
temperature dependent sensitivity of each individual pixel.

Both additional effects described above cannot be suffi-
ciently compensated with the conventional method of offset/
gain correction15,16 for a certain pixel �u ,v� of a two-
dimensional �2D� image with height u0 and width v0:

C�u,v� = �Ḡ� ·
R�u,v� − ŌR�u,v�

Ḡ�u,v� − ŌG�u,v�
, �1�

where C represents the corrected image, R the raw image

�the FD image without any corrections�, Ḡ the �time� aver-

aged gain image, ŌR the �time� averaged offset images cor-

responding to the raw image, ŌG the �time� averaged offset
images corresponding to the gain image. The scalar value

�Ḡ� denotes the �spatial� averaged mean �or global mean� of

Ḡ. Ḡ is also called the gain map, while ŌG / ŌR are called
offset maps.

In 1998, Seibert et al.16 proposed a different method for
flat-field calibration. Several averaged gain images were
taken at different dose levels, starting from very low dose to
saturation. A pixel by pixel linear interpolation in sections
reduces stripe artifacts due to nonlinear exposure response.

In 2006 this approach was further improved by using the
appropriate polynomial instead of a linear fit �Kwan et al.17�.
It provides excellent correction throughout the entire expo-
sure range, but it does not yet consider the effects caused by
temperature dependencies of the semiconductor materials
and possible distortion and deformation by detector move-
ment, as for example, during rotation of the C arms.

In 2004, the dual gain mode was presented by Colbeth
et al.11 It provides a higher dynamic range and better signal-
to-noise ratio �SNR� within the important part of the image
histogram at the same time. But, on the other hand, it in-
creases the effort for a sufficient flat-field calibration, which
is very important in terms of cone beam computer tomogra-
phy �CBCT�. A calibration method for the dual gain mode
was introduced by Matistinos et al.10 in 2006, but it also
disregards the above-mentioned aspects.

For image sequences also, the lag effect of flat panel de-
tectors as described by Siewerdsen et al.12,13 influences the
quality of the calibration and, therefore, has to be taken into
consideration as well. The additional effects determined by
detector aging as e.g., loss in sensitivity result in invalid
calibration maps and require extensive recalibration.

In this article a calibration model for a dual gain flat panel
detector is described, which considers all relevant effects and
dependencies that can occur at CBCT with mobile C arm
systems, and which simultaneously minimizes recalibration

efforts:
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• For the first time temperature dependencies of the flat
panel are considered and integrated in the calibration
and correction process without the need for any tem-
perature sensors.

• The effects of the variation of the beam geometry,
which are very likely for cone beam CT with mobile C
arm and influence image quality �2D/3D�, as well as
effects of detector aging are taken into account and
compensated.

• The idea of multipoint gain calibration, which compen-
sates nonlinear signal response, is enhanced and
adapted to dual gain readout mode �DGR� for the first
time

• A correction algorithm for the lag effect, which can
cause shadow images within image sequences �e.g., at
object or system movement�, was integrated in the cali-
bration and correction model.

All the steps of the new calibration and correction model
are described in detail and the impact of each step is illus-
trated. Finally, the improvement regarding image quality is
demonstrated on phantom studies. The benefit for clinical
applications is currently evaluated within the scope of a mul-
ticentric study.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

II.A. Basic system

All studies have been performed with a specially devel-
oped prototypical system for 3D imaging.1 It is based on a
commercial mobile isocentric C arm device �Powermobil,
Siemens Medical Solutions� with an additional motor control
to provide an automatic and highly reproducible orbital rota-
tion of nearly 180° �see Fig. 1�. It should be noted that for
CBCT a rotation angle of 180° plus beam angle is theoreti-
cally necessary to provide a minimal complete dataset for 3D
reconstruction. That is why uncorrectable artifacts due to un-
dersampling will persist in the reconstructed volume. For a
CBCT scan, up to several hundred projection images are
acquired in equidistant angles during a 180° orbital rotation.
The number of images depends on the designated 3D image
quality �bone or soft tissue resolution�.

As the average power of the mobile x-ray generator is

FIG. 1. C arm prototype with flat panel detector for cone beam CT imaging.
restricted by the provision of electricity, there are basic limi-
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tations to pulse rate, pulse shape, and x-ray window. The
requirement for reproducibility of scan geometry and me-
chanical limitations constrict the maximal rotation speed.
Therefore, a frame rate of 6.2 fps is practical for this proto-
type system, which is compatible with a scan time of 32 s
and 200 projection images during 180° rotation. However,
most scans are done with half this rotation speed �3.1 fps� to
guarantee a stable synchronization of detector and x-ray
tube.

As soft tissue resolution within the 3D volume is the fo-
cus of the studies, a typical voltage of 100 kV is used. For
lower kV settings the penetrability of the x-ray photons is
less, so that photons at the lower end of the spectrum are
strongly absorbed by the object. This changes the beam qual-
ity and can cause beam hardening artifacts, because the de-
tector sensitivity is also energy dependent.

II.B. Flat panel detector „FD…

In this study a FD for CBCT is used for the x-ray conver-
sion �PaxScan 4030CB, Varian Inc.9�. This FD uses an indi-
rect method of detection. Generation of the digital signal is
done in two steps. In a first step x-ray photons are absorbed
in a scintillator layer �CsI:TI�. Their energy is converted to
emit amplified photon intensity. Second, these optical pho-
tons are detected by amorphous silicon �a-Si� photodiodes
arranged on arrays to form the image matrix.

The active matrix size of the panel is 40�30 cm2. With a
pixel pitch of 194 �m this corresponds to a resolution of
2048�1536 pixels in unbinned overview modes. Due to the
split readout design, that is the upper and lower halves of the
detector dispose of their own readout electronics, a parallel
readout of both halves is possible. Therefore a theoretical
readout rate of 15 fps could be achieved for the overview
mode. With binning, even higher frame rates are possible.

The FD is not actively cooled, which means that heat
dissipation is done only by heat emission. With a nominal
power consumption of 50 W and an external additional x-ray
shielding, this can result in possible chassis temperatures of
up to 50 °C. Therefore, temperature effects of the semicon-
ductor materials have to be accounted for within a wide
range from 15 °C to 50 °C �see Sec. II E 3�. Waiting for the
steady-state temperature �approximately after 4 h� might not
be possible in practice for mobile C arms because a changing
of the location �e.g., operation room to emergency room� and
frequent unplugging cause temperature variations of the de-
tector.

II.C. Dual gain readout „DGR…

As a unique feature, this FD provides a special gain mode
for CBCT applications called dual gain readout mode.10,11 A
standard high gain mode �see Table I� offers a maximum
number of gray levels for the important part of an image
�high attenuation areas of the irradiated object, see Fig. 2�.
But on the other hand, its dynamic range is limited by the
small storage capacity �0.5 pF� in the readout circuits. High
doses, e.g., necessary for soft tissue resolution, could result

in pixel saturation in the direct radiation or low attenuation
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areas �e.g., skin border, thorax� within the image. This infor-
mation can not be used for 3D reconstruction. It is not criti-
cal for the direct radiation area, because it does not contain
any information about the object, but it has a major effect if
real object information is truncated. The reconstruction of
object borders may be partly incomplete and do not represent
the real object.

This problem could be minimized by using a low gain
mode �see Table I� with a higher storage capacity �3.5 pF�.
Seven times the dose in comparison to the high gain mode
can be detected before the pixels start to saturate. But due to
exponential attenuation with the path length, the object in-
formation is normally located in the lower part �approxi-
mately 10%–15%� of the image histogram �see Fig. 2�. The
quantization step also increases by a factor of 7, which re-
duces the number of gray values and increases the quantiza-
tion noise.

For comparison reasons noise contributions can be ex-
pressed by the standard deviation of the gray values �one
gray level corresponds to 1 least significant bit� �LSB�. The
amount of quantization noise �=1.0 LSB,� for the low gain
mode is still significantly less than the electronic noise
��3.8 LSB�. Therefore, the maximal contrast resolution is
limited by the electronic noise performance of the detector
mode.

Despite the seven times higher sensitivity of the high gain
mode �0.5 pF versus 3.5 pF� the electronic noise does not
increase by this factor. Only �4.4 LSB of electronic noise is
measured within a dark field image, instead of 3.8 LSB*7
=26.6 LSB. That is why the high gain mode provides a bet-
ter SNR than the low gain mode in the electronic noise domi-
nated dose range �see Fig. 2�. In the quantum noise domi-
nated dose range the advantage of the high gain mode
becomes less important, and both modes should perform
similarly. The crossover characteristic from maximal benefit
�dark field image, only detector noise� to equalization �white

TABLE I. Detector modes.a

Mode Capacity
Saturation

dose
Dimension

�width�height�
A/D bit

resolution

2�2
high gain

0.5 pF 2 �Gy 1024�768 14

2�2
low gain

3.5 pF 15 �Gy 1024�768 14

2�1
high gain

0.5 pF 4 �Gy 1024�1536 14

2�1
low gain

3.5 pF 30 �Gy 1024�1536 14

DGR
= high gain
+ low gain

0.5/3.5 pF 30 �Gy 1024�1536
raw image
1024�768
combined

2�14
raw image

�pseudo� 17
combined

aDefinition: mode characteristic: All additional settings and parameters, such
as frame rate, x-ray window, and internal detector configuration are summa-
rized as mode characteristics of the particular mode.
image, very high dose� is fluent and nonlinear.
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In order to benefit from relevant advantages of high and
low gain the dual gain mode �DGR, see Table I� is intro-
duced. In practice, it is implemented in the following way:

Instead of reading the panel with 2�2 binning in low
gain �3.5 pF capacity� or high gain �0.5 pF capacity�, lines
are read out alternately, which means one line in high gain
the next in low gain. Initially, only columns are binned �2
�1 binning�, so the dimension of the raw image is 1024
�1536 pixels. Due to the split design of the detector, a read-
out of the two halves of the detector is performed at the same
time starting with the outermost lines and proceeding toward
the center. If the first lines are read at low gain, the last two
lines, in the middle of the image, are high gain lines.

Two images, one low gain and one high gain image with

FIG. 2. Signal-to-noise perform
a dimension of 1024�768 pixels, can be separated from the
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raw image. As a first step, these images have to be corrected
for offset, gain, and additionally for possible defects. After-
wards the low and high gain images with 14 bit dynamic
range are fused to one image with increased dynamic range.
The high gain image remains unchanged while the low gain
image is multiplied by the capacity factor, that is the ratio of
the mean value of an offset and gain corrected high gain
white field image and the mean value of the corresponding
offset and gain corrected low gain white field image. This
factor is a global value because the pixel individual sensitiv-
ity is compensated after gain correction, meaning each pixel
has the same signal response. In practice the capacity factor
is approximately 7, which conforms to the ratio of the ca-
pacitors for high and low gain. After this scaling the low and

of different detector modes.
high gain images are added together pixel by pixel to obtain
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the final image. This image has a pseudodynamic range of
17 bits, that is the maximum signal is 214�7, which is close
to 217. We call this “pseudo 17 bits” because the quantization
step for gray level values greater than 214 is equal to 7 rather
than 1.

II.D. Calibration and correction model

Generally the calibration and correction model can be
separated into two parts: Offline calibration and online cor-
rection. The offline calibration includes all steps necessary to
acquire the information that is later used for the online cor-
rection of the raw images. The activity diagram for the of-
fline calibration procedure �see Fig. 3� gives a rough over-
view of the basic action and generated elements �e.g., offset,
gain, and delta maps� that are stored in the calibration data
pool. During the online correction procedure �see Fig. 4� the
elements from the calibration data pool are used to correct
the present image or image sequence. The generation and use
of each element will be described in detail later.

Because of the dependencies between the different cali-
bration maps and image sequences, a special notation is pro-
posed. Basically there is a differentiation between the cali-
bration maps and image sequences. Maps are represented by
capital Greek symbols while image sequences are repre-
sented by capital Latin letters. Table II gives an overview of
the object types used. For calibration maps of the dual gain
mode, an index X� �H ,L	 is necessary to separate the low
and high gain. X� �H ,L	 is positioned on the upper right of
the map symbol. The dependent parameters such as image
dose, temperature, or orbital rotation angle are represented
by an index on the upper left of the map symbol �see Table
III�. The lower right index corresponds to the method of
statistical computation �e.g., the temporal averaged mean
value M, standard deviation SD, spatial averaged global
mean value G, see Table IV�.

As maps are always single images there is no counting
index on the lower right. For example, the pixel individual
gain map mean values for the low gain �M�L� at a certain
image dose �d�, rotation angle �r�, and temperature �t� and
can be written as

M
d/r/t�L�u,v� . �2�

For simplicity only the variable environmental parameters
are specified, while static parameters are omitted.

As image sequences consist of multiple images, a count-
ing index �s ,n� is given in the lower right �s represents the
series number, if more than one series is present, n represents
the image number of the corresponding series s�. For dual
gain mode a separation index X� �H ,L	 in the upper right is
necessary, in turn. The parameter on the upper left gives the
status of correction �see Table V�. A computation index is not
necessary. Therefore, a certain high gain image of a certain
white field sequence �Ws,n

H �, which is offset ���, delta ���,
and gain ��� and corrected, can be written as

�/�/�WL �u,v� . �3�
s,n
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II.E. Offline calibration

A complete offline calibration is done in four steps �see

FIG. 3. Activity diagram for offline calibration process.
Fig. 3�: The first step is the temperature calibration. It com-
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pensates temperature effects and dependencies such as the
temperature based sensitivity drift of a mobile detector with-

FIG. 4. Activity diagram for online correction process.
out active cooling during the warm-up period.
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The second step is a multipoint gain calibration for the
dual gain mode, which compensates streak or stripe artifacts
within the 2D image due to pixel individual nonlinear signal
response.

The third step is the lag calibration. The detector specific
decay curve �depends on mode characteristic, see Table I� for
image lag due to afterglow from the scintillator and signal
retention in the panel is measured. Steps one to three are part
of the basic calibration, which has to be done only once at
initial operation.

As a last step, a delta calibration is performed. It compen-
sates all dynamic effects. Among the latter are variations of
the illumination uniformity caused by deformation of the C
arm while rotating or modifications of pixel sensitivity due to

TABLE II. Notation for calibration maps �capital Greek letters� and image
sequences �capital Latin letters�.

Denotation Symbol Description

Offset map � calibration map
Gain map � calibration map
Delta map � calibration map

Temperature map 	 calibration map
Dark field
sequence

D image sequence without
radiation

White field
sequence

W image sequence with radiation,
but without any objects

Image sequence I regular image sequence

TABLE III. Notation for environmental indices �small Latin letters�.

Denotation Symbol Description

Image dose step d index representing current dose
settings �see Tab. V�

Temperature t index representing current
temperature

Rotation angle r index representing current
orbital angle

TABLE IV. Statistical computation indices �capital Latin letters�.

Denotation Symbol Description

Mean value M �temporal averaged� mean
value of pixel �u ,v�

Standard deviation SD �temporal referable� standard
deviation of pixel �u ,v�

Global mean value G �spatial averaged� mean
value of image or map

TABLE V. Correction indices �small Greek letters�.

Denotation Symbol Description

Offset � indicates offset correction
Gain � indicates gain correction
Delta � indicates delta correction

Temperature 
 indicates temperature correction
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detector aging. This step has to be repeated in regular periods
to guarantee good compensation performance.

For offline calibration as well as for online correction two
basic types of calibration maps are needed: The offset map
and gain map. The creation of these maps is described below.

II.E.1. Offset map generation

For offset map generation a dark field image sequence is
necessary. A fixed frame rate guarantees constant integration
period for the offset of each image. In order to reduce the
detector noise up to 100 dark field images Dn

X are acquired at
fixed mode characteristic �see Table I� for the DGR mode.
Mean map M�X and standard deviation map SD�X for both
gains �X� �H ,L	� are stored as maps in the offset map set:

M�X�u,v� =
1

N
· 


n=1

N

Dn
X�u,v� , �4�

SD�X�u,v� =� 1

N


n=1

N

�M�X�u,v� − Dn
X�u,v��2. �5�

The standard deviation map will be used for defect pixel
detection. Therefore, an offset map set for DGR mode in-
cludes four maps with identical dimension �u0 ,v0� composed

as �̂:

�̂ = �M�H�u,v�, M�L�u,v�, SD�H�u,v�, SD�L�u,v�	 . �6�

II.E.2. Gain map generation

In order to create a gain map a valid or updated offset

map �̂ is necessary. Up to 100 white field images dWn
X are

acquired at a certain dose step d �see Table V� and tube
voltage �e.g., 100 kV�. The gain map matrices for both gains
�X� �H ,L	� are computed as follows:

M
d �X�u,v� = � 1

N
· 


n=1

N
dWn

X�u,v� − M�X�u,v� , �7�

SD
d �X�u,v� =� 1

N


n=1

N

�M
d �X�u,v� − dWn

X�u,v� + M�X�u,v��2.

�8�

The standard deviation maps for high and low gain will be
used for defect pixel detection. The global mean values for
high and low gain are computed as follows:

G
d �X =

1

u0v0


u,v

M
d �X�u,v� . �9�

A gain map set for the DGR mode includes four maps with
identical dimension �u0 ,v0� plus the global mean values

G
d �H , G

d �L composed as d�̂:

d�̂ = �M
d �H�u,v�, M

d �L�u,v�, SD
d �H�u,v�, SD

d �L�u,v�
d �H, d �L � . �10�

G G
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II.E.3. Calibration step 1: Temperature calibration

For temperature calibration several gain maps at fixed ex-
posure �e.g., dose index d=6, which is about 90% of the
saturation level of the high gain mode� and their correspond-
ing offset maps are generated during the warmup period. As
housing temperatures at the rear side of the detector between
room temperature �tB�20 °C� and reference temperature
tE�50 °C can be measured, a step of 2 °C is adequate since
for temperature variations of less than 1 °C no significant
differences in the pixel individual sensitivity was observed.
This results in 15 offset and gain maps. Pairs of offset and
gain maps that were acquired at the same temperature belong
together:

M
t �X�u,v� ⇔ M

t �X�u,v� ,

t � �tB, . . . ,tE	 . �11�

The last gain map that was acquired after the warm-up period
is selected as reference map. A temperature map t	X consist-
ing of pixel individual weight factors is computed for each
gain map M

t �X via a division by the reference gain map M
tE�X:

t	X�u,v� = M
t �X�u,v�

M
tE�X�u,v�

⇔ M
t �X�u,v� . �12�

These temperature maps t	X are also linked to the corre-
sponding offset maps M

t �X that were acquired at the same
temperature. It should be noted that only the temperature
maps build the dataset for further temperature correction.

II.E.4. Calibration step 2: Multipoint gain
calibration

For multipoint gain calibration several gain maps at fixed
temperature �e.g., after the warm-up period� are acquired at
different dose settings �kV constant, mAs variable�. The
number of maps and their distribution along the dynamic
range depend on the level of nonlinearity of the signal re-
sponse and the expected dose behind the interesting object
�system dose�. More steps near system dose are recom-
mended. Within the nearly linear range only a few steps are
necessary, within the nonlinear range gaps between two dose
settings have to become smaller. For the DGR mode, the
distribution shown in Table VI appeared practical. It should
be noted, that the number and distribution of the dose steps
can be further optimized to reduce the data volume and cali-
bration effort on the one hand, but to preserve the image
quality on the other hand. Finding the best possible configu-
ration is focus of present studies.

Accordingly, a complete dataset for a multipoint gain cali-
bration consists of 14 gain maps or 56 matrices of identical
dimension at the specified dose settings d:

d�̂d = 1, . . . ,14. �13�

Saturated high gain maps are not used for calibration but for
the detection of a special class of defect pixel �see Sec.
II F 6�. Theoretically, only one saturated gain map of the

high gain is necessary for that purpose �e.g., d=9�.
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II.E.5. Calibration step 3: Lag calibration

In order to compensate ghosting or lag effects12,13 within
an image sequence, the composite decay curve of afterglow
in the scintillator �CsI:TI� and signal retention in the panel
has to be determined. This decay behavior was measured to
be the same for each pixel, within the accuracy of the mea-
surement �5%�, so no pixel individual correction is neces-
sary.

For calibration an offset and gain corrected image se-
quence �/�In�u ,v� with only one exposed image �n=0� at
fixed mode characteristic is necessary. To increase SNR, a
relatively high dose setting within the linear signal response
range �e.g., d=10� is chosen. The global mean values G

�/�In

are measured for the initial image n=0 and all subsequent
images �n=1, . . . ,N�. It should be noted that the global mean
values G

�/�In do not represent the designated decay curve. But
the latter can be reconstructed with this information �see Fig.
5�. All images whose global mean value falls below the off-
set noise level are clipped �only N0�N images remain for
further computation�. The absolute lag value Labs �represent-
TABLE VI. Calibration step index/dose parameter..

Calibration
step index

d

Average tube
current
�mA�

Charge/
image
�mAS�

High gain
saturation

�%�

Low gain
saturation

�%�

1 0.1 0.05 18.9 2.5
2 0.2 0.10 24.5 3.2
3 0.3 0.15 34.8 4.6
4 0.4 0.20 43.7 5.8
5 0.5 0.25 64.6 8.5
6 0.6 0.30 93.4 12.2
7 0.9 0.45 — 16.6
8 1.2 0.60 — 21.2
9 1.5 0.75 — 26.8
10 1.8 0.90 — 33.4
11 2.3 1.15 — 41.3
12 2.9 1.45 — 51.1
13 3.7 1.85 — 63.8
14 4.6 2.30 — 85.6
pendent decay curve and relative lag values.
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ing the amount of the remaining signal� is calculated by ac-
cumulation of the global mean values of the remaining N0

images:

Labs = 

n=1

N0

G
�/�In. �14�

N0 represents maximum possible order of lag correction as
well. After normalization the relative lag values for each or-
der n are given by

Ln
rel = G

�/�In

Labs , n = 1, . . . ,N0. �15�

The normalized decay curve dependent on the image number
can be written as

Rn
rel = 1 − 


i=1

n

Li
rel, n � �1, . . . ,N0	 . �16�

As the frame rate f is known, Rn
rel represents the residual

signal at a certain time t=n / f in percentage of the total lag.
Therefore, a time dependent curve, the decay curve, can be
fitted through the measured data point �e.g., multiexponential
fit�. With the help of this decay curve the relative lag values
for any frame rate can be estimated. Figure 5 illustrates how
the relative lag values can be derived for a different frame
rate.

A complete dataset for lag correction includes all relative
mean values Ln

rel�f� for the designated frame rate f that are
higher than 1.0%.

II.E.6. Calibration step 4: Delta detector calibration

The acquisition mode for CBCT �orbital or angular rota-
tion� requires a delta calibration. Again, a valid or updated

offset map set �̆ is necessary. For reasons of noise reduction
typically 2–3 white field image sequences �Ws,n

X � for high and
low gain, acquired at half saturation dose each �dose index
d=4, d=12, respectively� during an orbital rotation of the C
arm, are averaged:

M
d Wn

X�u,v� =
1

S
· 


s=1

S
dWs,n

X �u,v� . �17�

The corresponding gain map �dose index d=4, d=12, respec-
tively� of the multipoint gain calibration is selected. A delta
map r�X for high and low gain is created for every rotation
angle of the C arm rotation r� �0° , . . . ,200° 	 in the follow-
ing way:

r�X�u,v� = M
d �X�u,v�

M
d Wn

X�u,v� − M�X�u,v�

n = 1, . . . ,N; r =
n

M
· 200 ° . �18�

A complete dataset for delta correction includes 200 delta
maps �one per orbital angle r� for each gain �X� �H ,L	�.

Each map indicates the change in the exposure distribution
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over the detector surface in comparison to the reference po-
sition �r=0° �.

II.E.7. Summary

Recapitulating, three kinds of calibration maps �gain,
delta, temperature maps� and a set of relative lag values were
generated during the offline calibration process �see Fig. 3�.
These data plus an additional contemporary offset map set
are the sources for the �online� correction of a raw image
sequence.

II.F. Online correction

The activity diagram of a complete online correction pro-
cedure is shown in Fig. 4. Basically, it can be separated into
five steps: The offset correction, eliminating the pixel indi-
vidual offset, the delta correction, considering the dynamic
changes of the pixel individual sensitivity, the temperature
correction, providing valid gain maps for the current tem-
perature, the multipoint gain calibration, normalizing the
pixel individual response over the complete dynamic range
and the lag correction, removing ghost images due to after-
glow and signal retention in the panel.

Steps one to four have to be done for each gain individu-
ally and can be summarized as sensitivity calibration, while
step five is done on the already combined images and con-
siders the temporal dependencies. The source is always a raw
image sequence. For dual gain mode the raw image sequence
has to be separated into high and low gain sequences. Except
for lag compensation, all correction steps run parallel for
high and low gain.

II.F.1. Correction step 1: Offset correction

For offset correction of the raw image sequence In
X with N

images �e.g., N=400 for a 3D soft tissue scan� a valid offset
map is necessary. As the offset is correlated to the tempera-
ture, the offset map has to be updated, if the temperature
changes significantly �e.g., 2 °C� In practice the offset map
is permanently updated, if the detector is in stand-by mode.
The correction is done through a pixel-by-pixel subtraction
of the offset map mean values �M�X�:

�In
X�u,v� = In

X�u,v� − M�X�u,v�, n = 1, . . . ,N . �19�

II.F.2. Correction step 2: Delta correction

For delta correction each image is weighted pixel by pixel
with the corresponding delta map that is linked to the appro-
priate orbital angle r:

�/�In
X�u,v� = �In

X�u,v� · r�X�u,v� ,

n = 1, . . . ,N; r = 0 ° , . . . ,200 ° ; r =
n

N
· 200 ° . �20�

If the number of images N is higher than 200, a linear inter-

polation of the neighboring delta maps is possible.
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II.F.3. Correction step 3: Temperature correction

The temperature correction is not a correction of the im-
ages themselves, but an adaptation of the multipoint calibra-
tion gain maps �M

d �X� for the current temperature. First the
adequate temperature map t0	X for current temperature t0

� �tB , . . . , tE	 has to be selected from the temperature map
archive. This is done by a comparison of the contemporary
offset map mean matrix M�X with the stored offset map
mean matrices of the temperature calibration process �M

t �X�.
The best matching offset map can be assigned for example
through a pixel-by-pixel summation of the absolute varia-
tions. The offset map �mean value map� with the smallest
total variation t0V is selected:

t0V = min�

u,v

�M�X�u,v� − M
t �X�u,v���

t��tB,.,tE	

. �21�

The temperature map linked to the assigned offset map of the
archive is selected:

M
t0 �X�u,v� ⇔ t0	X�u,v� . �22�

The mean value matrices of all gain maps for the multipoint
calibration, are weighted with this temperature map:

M
d,t0�̃X�u,v� = M

d,tE�̃X�u,v� · t0	X�u,v�

d = 1, . . . ,14. �23�

II.F.4. Correction step 4: Multipoint gain
correction

Now the images can be corrected with the temperature
adjusted gain maps. For each pixel signal S of the offset and
delta corrected image �/�In

X two gain maps are identified: The
one with the next possible higher signal S+ and the one with
the next possible lower signal S− at the position �u ,v�. With
the help of the original �nontemperature corrected� global
mean value of each gain map �G�−

X , G�+
X�, two gain factors

are computed. A linear interpolation is done depending on
the relation of the three signals S ,S+ ,S− to calculate a signal
dependent scalar gain factor gn

X�u ,v ,S�:

gn
X�u,v,S� = � S − S−

S+ − S−
 · G�+

X

S+
+ � S+ − S

S+ − S−
 · G�−

X

S−
,

S = �/�In
X�u,v�; S− = M�̃−

X�u,v�; S+ = M�̃+
X�u,v� ,

G�−
X =

1

u0v0


u,v

M�−
X�u,v�; G�+

X =
1

u0v0


u,v

M�+
X�u,v� .

�24�

For multipoint gain correction the offset and delta corrected
raw images are multiplied pixel by pixel with the signal de-

X
pendent gain factor gn�u ,v ,S�:
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�/�/
/�In
X�u,v� = �/�In

X�u,v� · gn
X�u,v,S� . �25�

So far this is done both for high and low gain image sepa-
rately. As a next step both gain images have to be combined
to one single image with extended dynamic range.

II.F.5. Combination of high and low gain image „part
of step 4 for DGR mode…

As all pixels have the same exposure response after the
previous correction steps, the combination can be done by
using the different global mean values of the appropriate
gain maps. The high gain signal stays unchanged while the
low gain signal is multiplied by the ratio of averaged high
gain global mean and averaged low gain global mean of the
neighbor’s gain maps:

�/�/
/�In
H�u,v�;

�/�/
/�In�
L�u,v� = �/�/
/�In

L�u,v� · G�−
H + G�+

H

G�−
L + G�+

L . �26�

Theoretically three different cases for pixel combination can
occur:
�1� Both �high and low gain� pixel values are valid. The
resulting pixel signal is computed by averaging

Cn�u,v� = �/�/
/�In�u,v�

= ��/�/
/�In
H�u,v� + �/�/
/�In�

L�u,v��/2. �27�

�2� The high gain pixel value is saturated �e.g., areas of direct
radiation or object borders�. Its information cannot be used
for combination. The resulting pixel signal is represented by
the low gain pixel value only:

Cn�u,v� = �/�/
/�In�u,v� = �/�/
/�In�
L�u,v� . �28�

�3� The low gain pixel value falls below a certain threshold,
where additional quantization noise has an influence on SNR
performance. This can happen behind thick or highly absorb-
ing objects. The low gain information should not be used for
combination in this case. The resulting pixel signal is repre-
sented by the high gain pixel value only:

Cn�u,v� = �/�/
/�In�u,v� = �/�/
/�In
H�u,v� . �29�

In practice, additional linear interpolations at both crossover
sections are applied.

II.F.6. Defect pixel detection and correction „part of
step 4…

While combining both gain images defects are estimated

with help of the recent offset map �� and the gain maps d�̂ of
the multipoint calibration archive: Pixel values beyond cer-
tain threshold borders for the mean M�X or standard devia-
tion SD�X of the offset map are marked in a binary defect
map. Particularly defective lines or columns are conspicuous
in their offset behavior and can therefore be easily detected.
As the offset map is regularly updated, recently failed pixel

or lines are considered as well.
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Besides the offset, a pixel can be defective because of its
gain behavior. Again the mean value M

d �X and standard de-
viation map SD

d �X of the gain maps are analyzed, and pixels
with bad behavior are also marked in the binary defect map.
A gain defect can be, for example, highly nonlinear signal
response, bad SNR performance, or early saturation. The cor-
rection of defects can be done by bilinear interpolation of the
nearest neighbor responses. In the simplest case a 3�3 me-
dian filter can be used as well. This correction is sufficient, if
at least four of the nearest neighbors in a 3�3 kernel are
valid. According to the detector specification a maximum of
five defective pixels �crossing of defective line and column�
in a 3�3 neighborhood is allowed. The remaining defective
pixels can be interpolated by using the median filter again. A
more detailed description of the different methods for defect
pixel detection is not within the scope of this article.

II.F.7. Correction step 5: Lag correction

The lag compensation is done on the corrected image se-

quence Cn�u ,v�. A lag corrected image C̃n�u ,v� is calculated
using the history of in practice K=10 previous images with
the corresponding relative lag values Lk

rel �relative amount of
residual signal from image n−k in the current image n, k
=1, . . . ,K� for each pixel �u ,v�:

C̃n�u,v� = Cn�u,v� ·
1

1 + 
k=1

K
Lk

rel
− 


k=1

K

Lk
rel · C̃n−k�u,v� .

�30�

While the first term increases the signal for the amount of
total lag that is currently trapped, the second term takes the
remaining lag signals from previous images into consider-
ation.

As this algorithm is based on recursive subtraction, the
first image of the sequence has to be free of lag. Only in this
case the second summand is zero, and the first image can be
corrected. This requirement is fulfilled if the time between
the acquisitions of two sequences is long in relation to the
decay curve of the detector. In practice, this is the case if no
images are acquired for 2 min.

II.F.8. Summary

In comparison to the conventional method for detector
calibration �see Eq. �1�� the new calibration model provides
several new and improved correction steps �see Eqs. �19�,
�20�, �23�, and �25�–�30�� that are necessary to consider all
major dependencies of the individual pixel sensitivity for 2D
and 3D imaging. In the following, the results of the new
model as well as the achievable improvements in image

quality will be discussed.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

III.A. Dual gain readout mode

Three different approaches exist to implement the combi-
nation of two different gain modes �high/low gain� to extend
the global dynamic range.10

The simplest method is to read the image twice, once for
low and once for high gain, and combine these images to one
image with extended dynamic range. This can be achieved
by a reread of the same line without resting inbetween. But
on the one hand, it necessitates a doubling of the image
numbers and, on the other hand, cuts in half the possible
frame rate. An additional disadvantage is that the standard
correlated double sampling �SCDS, see Ref. 11� is only valid
for one gain �e.g., high� and therefore increases the noise for
the other gain �e.g., low�.

A second approach lets the detector automatically decide
which gain mode is appropriate. This mode is also called
dynamic gain switching. The frame rate and data handling
stay unchanged. In theory, this would be the best solution,
but in practice calibration is difficult, because the switch be-
tween the different gains leads to major artifacts within the
crossover section. A calibration of this mode seems to be
very complex, if maximum image quality is required �e.g.,
3D soft tissue imaging�. Additionally, SCDS is also only
valid for one mode.

The third DGR mode corresponds to the one described in
the calibration model. It is a trade off between the first and
second mode. Data lines are read out alternately, one in high
gain and one in low gain. Due to split readout design and
starting with low gain lines, the two lines in the middle of the
plate are high gain lines. This readout scheme causes a re-
duction of the frame rate by a factor two and an increase of
the raw data by a factor two in comparison to 2�2 binned
single gain mode, that has a dimension of 1024�768 pixel.
But it provides the best possible SNR for both gains because
SCDS is done for each mode separately. The object informa-
tion that can be seen in both gain images can be combined
and the clipped information �normally object border� of the
high gain image can be replaced by the information of the
low gain �extension of the dynamic range, see Fig. 2�. Espe-
cially for 3D imaging, this is a major benefit, because arti-
facts due to saturation at the object borders are eliminated.

III.B. Temperature correction

The offset correction does not differ from the conven-
tional offset correction method �subtraction of the averaged
pixel individual offset signal�.14,16,17 But the offset map is
additionally used for the temperature effect correction. This
can only be done because the PaxScan 4030CB provides an
analog offset compensation by standard correlated double
sampling �SCDS�.11 Besides reduction of the reset kTC noise
�switching noise� of the charge amplifier and the 1/ f noise
�noise contribution whose power spectra P�f� as a function
of the frequency f behaves like: P�f�=1/ f� generated in sub-
sequent circuits, it cancels the drift in the offset voltage of

signal processing circuits. Therefore, only the offset effects
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generated in the pixel itself persist. These pixel offset effects
are strongly correlated with temperature, so a current offset
map can be used as a fingerprint for the effective tempera-
ture. The offset changes during warm up period for high gain
are shown in Fig. 6. Also the corresponding drift of the pixel
individual sensitivity of the high gain is shown. This drift
behavior results in three different artifacts for 2D and 3D
imaging respectively �see Table VII�.

With an adequate offset map archive and the linked tem-
perature map archive, a valid temperature map for current
temperature can be estimated, and a valid gain map can be
computed. This model can also be expanded to a multipoint
calibration because the temperature map is supposed to be
valid for every gain map for first order approximation. With
valid gain maps these additional artifacts can be well sup-
pressed.

FIG. 6. Temperature dependencies of p

TABLE VII. Temperature dependent artifacts in 2D images and 3D slices.

2D artifact 3D artifact

Horizontal brightness gradient Radial brightness gradient
Virtual shift of the intensity HU shift
Additional streak artifacts Additional ring artifacts
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III.C. Multipoint gain correction

As the signal response of each individual pixel is not ex-
actly linear over the complete dynamic range a single gain
map cannot ensure artifact free 2D projection images. A real
flat field image can be achieved only if the image dose is
equivalent to the calibration dose. That is why a signal de-
pendent gain factor is necessary for each individual pixel. If
this dependency is estimated by a polynomial fit17 for each
individual pixel, the flexibility for a later temperature or
delta correction is lost. That is why the multipoint calibration
is done with the help of the original gain maps and a linear
interpolation within the relevant supporting points.

Figure 7 shows the differences between a single point and
a multipoint calibrated image sequences in two dimensions.
The stripe artifacts of the 2D projection images cause ring
artifacts within the reconstructed 3D volume �see Fig. 12
below and compare Sec. IV�. With additional multipoint gain
correction these artifacts disappear.

III.D. Delta correction

As the gain correction equalizes inhomogeneous illumina-
tion as well, the combination of temperature correction and

ffset and sensitivity for the high gain.
ixel o
multi-point gain calibration ensures the best possible image
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quality only if the radiation geometry stays unchanged. If,
for example, source-to-detector distance changes or the cen-
tral beam shifts, artifacts may appear at positions with high
sensitivity gradient. For mobile C arms the latter is the case
during an orbital rotation for CBCT.1 Figure 8 shows the
movement of the illumination and the effects on the cali-

FIG. 7. Multipoint gain correction: Benefit on 2D flat field projection
images.
FIG. 8. Exsposure distribution over the detec
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brated projection images. Usually these effects were com-
pensated with a rather high, smoothed weighting matrix.
Therefore, only global variations of the brightness are cor-
rected and pixel individual effects are neglected.

As a new concept, the delta correction is implemented. It
is a pixel-by-pixel correction matrix that takes care of all
changes �deltas� in the pixel sensitivity, regardless of the
cause �changing the radiation geometry, detector aging, see
Figs. 8 and 9�. The most important advantage of such a delta
concept is very obvious: As this correction consists of all
changes in the pixel individual sensitivity, it is the only reca-
libration step that is necessary. A complete temperature and
multipoint correction would be very complex and time con-
suming. For example, the temperature calibration itself
would take at least as long as the warm-up period �up to 4 h;
see Section III B�. Additionally, several white field images
have to be acquired to compute the gain maps �see Section
III C�.

As an example for CBCT with a mobile C arm, averaging
of 2–3 orbital scans without object for delta maps generation
is sufficient to obtain the correction factors which when ap-
plied to images restores image quality. Figure 10 shows the
different artifacts that can occur if the basic calibration is
obsolete. In this case the multi-point gain calibration was
performed 10 months before the flat field image acquisition.
With an up to date delta calibration, artifacts are suppressed
and the image quality is similar to a recently established
basic calibrated system.

III.E. Lag correction

The lag effect within an image sequence as described by
Siewerdsen et al.12 can be significantly reduced by the recur-
tor surface during 180° orbital rotation.
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sive subtraction algorithm. Figure 11 gives a demonstration
of a 2D image sequence with and without lag compensation.
In the special case of a rotationally symmetric phantom, the
shadow balls within the 2D projection image sequence result
in comet balls in the 3D reconstruction. This artifact was
already described by Siewerdsen et al..13 After lag compen-
sation these cornet balls disappear �see Fig. 11�. In general
�nonrotational symmetric object�, the lag effect causes blur-

FIG. 9. Delta correction: Benefit on 2D flat field projection images.
FIG. 10. Delta correction: Effect on 2D flat field projection images.
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ring in the 3D volume and reduces the spatial resolution. As
the lag effect could be significantly reduced from detector
generation to detector generation,11 it is less a problem for
image quality at CBCT as for switching from low gain to
high gain modes �switching artifacts� in 2D imaging. This
happens when structures caused by the lag effect in a high
dose imaging mode are amplified and become visible, if the
sensitivity changes after a mode switch to low dose imaging.

IV. CONCLUSION

The described calibration model for a dual gain flat panel
detector considers major effects and dependencies that can
occur at CBCT with mobile C arm systems, and simulta-
neously minimizes the effort for recalibration. Figure 12
gives an example with state-of-the-art corrections �see Fig.

FIG. 11. Effect of image lag for a rotational symmetric phantom.
12�a�� and with corrections based on the new calibration
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model �see Fig. 12�b��. In this case a 3D quality phantom
was scanned immediately after switching on the flat detector.
With standard methods three remaining artifacts can be ob-
served that were caused by insufficient detector calibration:

�1� The nonlinear signal response respective to the complete
dynamic range causes ring artifacts in the axial 3D
slices. With additional multi-point gain correction these
artifacts can be well compensated.

�2� The temperature dependency of the sensitivity causes
additional ring artifacts in the axial 3D slices and a glo-
bal shift of the reconstructed density values. For a tem-
perature change between 22 °C after switch on and
50 °C after warm-up period a shift of about 20 HU
�Hounsfield units� was measured. With additional tem-
perature correction both artifacts can be suppressed well.

�3� Variations of the beam geometry during the orbital rota-
tion cause a brightness gradient toward the borders of
the reconstruction volume. The edges of the phantom
appear oblate. With delta correction this artifact can be
reduced because variations in the illumination are com-
pensated in each projection image

�It should be noted, that the remaining brightness gradient in
top/bottom direction is caused by insufficient compensation
of oversampled data starting at 180° minus cone angle. This
effect can be compensated by an algorithm introduced by
Parker.18�

The disparity of the correction methods becomes clearly
visible in the difference image. The new calibration model
contributes to increasing the image quality and reducing the
artifact level for cone beam CT significantly. The concept of
basic �multipoint gain, lag, and temperature� and delta cali-
bration also contains promise for the implementation in fu-
ture C arm products. Not all offline calibration steps are real
time relevant. Multipoint gain and lag calibration can be au-
tomated and performed in approximately 20 min �depending

FIG. 12. 3D Image quality based on standar
on the number of gain steps�. Temperature calibration lasts
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until steady-state temperature is reached. This depends on
the detector and can be up to 4 h. But these steps have to be
done only once. Only the delta calibration has to be repeated
in regular intervals �approximately three months, similar to
regular gain recalibration� and can be performed in a couple
of minutes. Prototype implementation shows that all online
corrections steps can be done in real time with current image
processing platforms and hardware technology.

For reasons of completeness, it should be mentioned that
additional effects can influence the sensitivity of each indi-
vidual pixel. Among them is, for example, spectral nonlin-
earity, meaning that beam hardening caused by the examined
object or x-ray scattering changes the x-ray spectrum. The
calibration is valid, strictly speaking, only for a certain x-ray
spectrum. Another effect is a long persistent ghosting artifact
due to bright burning �radiation induced gain change� that
cannot completely be covered by the lag correction. In the
case of CBCT with a mobile C arm, which was the motiva-
tion for this model, these effects are not supposed to be
dominant and can therefore be neglected. But this assump-
tion has to be proven by further investigations.
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